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ABSTRACT
Linux container mechanism has attracted a lot of attention and
is increasingly utilized to deploy industry applications. Though it
is a consensus that the container mechanism is not secure due to
the kernel-sharing property, it lacks a concrete and systematical
evaluation on its security using real world exploits. In this paper, we
collect an attack dataset including 223 exploits that are e�ective on
the container platform, and classify them into di�erent categories
using a two-dimensional attack taxonomy. Then we evaluate the
security of existing Linux container mechanism using 88 typical
exploits �ltered out from the dataset. We �nd 50 (56.82%) exploits
can successfully launch attacks from inside the container with the
default con�guration. Since the privilege escalation exploits can
completely disable the container protectionmechanism, we conduct
an in-depth analysis on these exploits. We �nd the kernel security
mechanisms such as Capability, Seccomp, and MAC play a more
important role in preventing privilege escalation than the container
isolation mechanisms (i.e., Namespace and Cgroup). However, the
interdependence and mutual-in�uence relationship among these
kernel security mechanisms may make them fall into the "short
board e�ect" and impair their protection capability. By studying the
11 exploits that still can successfully break the isolation provided by
container and achieve privilege escalation, we identify a common
4-step attack model followed by all 11 exploits. Finally, we propose
a defense mechanism to e�ectively defeat those identi�ed privilege
escalation attacks.
∗Also with Institute of Information Engineering, CAS, Beijing, China.
†Also with Data Assurance and Communication Security Research Center, CAS, Bei-
jing, China.
‡Corresponding author.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Container technology is increasingly adopted by the industrial
community due to two major advantages. First, the container or-
chestration tools such as Docker [31] and Kubernetes [2] facilitate
the deployment, scaling, and management of the containerized
applications. Therefore, containers are increasingly used in the pro-
duction environment [64]. Also, the cloud vendors begin to provide
container services, e.g., Amazon Fargate [11], Microsoft Azure Ku-
bernetes Service [54], etc. Second, as an OS-level virtualization tech-
nology, container mechanism is lightweight thus more attractive to
the resource-constraint mobile platform. Several container-based
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) solutions [33, 44, 63] have been
proposed and deployed.

Meanwhile, security concerns have become the major barrier
for further adoption of container mechanism. Particularly, since
all containers running on one host share the same Linux kernel,
the isolation provided by the container mechanism will become
completely invalidated once the kernel is compromised. Therefore,
it is necessary to give a systematic evaluation and analysis on the
security of the container mechanism. Most existing studies evaluate
container security from the system architecture or design princi-
ple level. For example, M. Ali Babar et al. [3] give a comparative
analysis on the isolation mechanisms provided by three container
engines, i.e., Docker, LXD, and Rkt. Thanh Bui et al. [6] brie�y
compare the security of hardware-based virtualization technology
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(e.g., XEN) and OS-level virtualization technology (i.e., container
mechanism) from system architecture level. Reshetova et al. [62]
theoretically analyze the security of several OS-level virtualization
solutions including FreeBSD Jails, Linux-VServer, Solaris Zones,
OpenVZ, LxC and Cells etc. Some researchers [46, 56] also evaluate
the container security using potential vulnerabilities against spe-
ci�c container mechanisms such as Docker. However, due to the
lack of a measurement study of container security using real ex-
ploits, it is hard to know the security of containers in the real world.
Particularly, due to the small number of exploits reported in the
vulnerability databases such as CVE [12] and NVD [58], it is chal-
lenging to provide a persuasive security evaluation on container
mechanism.

In this paper, we perform a measurement study on Linux con-
tainer security using real exploits that may be launched to attack
containers. First, we manually collect an attack dataset including
223 exploits that may be misused to attack the container platform.
The exploit collection is based on one key observation that since
container is mainly protected by the security mechanisms that have
been integrated in the Linux kernel, many exploits that work on the
Linux platform may be theoretically e�ective on attacking the con-
tainer platform too. We select the exploits from the Exploit-db [15].
To facilitate the security analysis, we propose a two-dimensional
attack taxonomy to classify these potential exploits. On the �rst
dimension, the exploits are classi�ed into four types according to
the consequences of the attacks, i.e., sensitive information leakage,
remote control, denial of service and privilege escalation. On the
second dimension, the exploits are classi�ed into four categories
based on the layers the vulnerable programs reside at (or the in�u-
ence range of the attacks), which include web app layer, server layer,
lib layer and kernel layer. After classi�cation, we �nd the "web app
layer" exploits make up the majority of exploits (59.19%), though
they introduce minimum in�uence. Almost all "lib layer" exploits
aim at conducting denial of service attacks. Moreover, 76.09% "ker-
nel layer" exploits can cause privilege escalation, and most (68.63%)
of privilege escalation attacks are caused by "kernel layer" exploits.

Then we evaluate the security of container mechanism by man-
ually executing the exploits on both the container platform and the
original Linux platform. Speci�cally, we select 88 typical exploits
(covering all types mentioned above) from the 223 exploits after
removing the exploits that fail on the original Linux platform and
redundant exploits in each category of the two-dimensional taxon-
omy. In total, we �nd 50 (56.82%) exploits are still e�ective on the
container platform with the default con�guration set by Docker.
Moreover, we perform some further analysis on the privilege es-
calation attacks (the total number is 37), which can completely
invalidate the security protection provided by container mecha-
nisms after obtaining the root privilege. Particularly, we conduct a
more detailed analysis on the e�ectiveness of the kernel security
mechanisms (i.e., Capability [48], Seccomp [29] and MAC [24, 52]),
container mechanisms (i.e., Namespace [49] and Cgroup [47]) and
CPU protection mechanisms (i.e., KASLR [16], SMAP&SMEP [36])
on preventing privilege escalation on the container platform. The re-
sults show that kernel security mechanisms play a more important
role on blocking the privilege escalation attacks than the container
mechanisms, and the CPU protection mechanisms usually could
be bypassed from inside the container. We observe that the kernel

security mechanisms do not always work independently, and they
are sometimes interdependent and may mutually a�ect one another.
Improper con�guration of these kernel security mechanisms may
impair their protective capability. For example, a loose Capabil-
ity (i.e., assigning many capabilities) policy might disable a strict
Seccomp con�guration (i.e., allowing only a few system calls).

Finally, we develop a new defense mechanism based on enforcing
a �ne-grained control of the Linux kernel Credential and Names-
pace mechanisms to defeat the 11 exploits that can break the exist-
ing isolation provided by container and thus obtain the root privi-
lege. After a close analysis of the 11 privilege escalation exploits, we
discover that they all follow a 4-step attack model consisting of (1)
bypassing (or manually disabling) the KASLR mechanism, (2) over-
writing certain kernel function pointers via kernel vulnerabilities
such as UAF, race condition, improper veri�cation, bu�er over�ow
etc., (3) disabling SMEP&SMAP mechanisms, and (4) invoking the
kernel function commit_creds() to acquire the ROOT credential with
all capabilities. We propose a simple but e�ective defense mecha-
nism to defeat all these root privilege attacks by constraining the
calling of kernel function commit_creds(). Our experimental results
show that it can e�ectively defeat all 11 exploits with negligible
overhead.

In summary, we make the following contributions.

• We manually create an exploit dataset containing 223
exploits against container solutions. We develop a two-
dimensional attack taxonomy to classify the collected ex-
ploits.

• We study the e�ectiveness of existing container security by
manually executing 88 typical exploits on original Linux
platform and on the container platform. We �nd more than
half (56.82%) of the exploits are still e�ective on the container
platform.

• We provide an in-depth analysis on the privilege escalation
attacks, especially the e�ectiveness of kernel security mech-
anisms (i.e., Capability, Seccomp, and MAC), container mech-
anisms (i.e., Namespace and Cgroup) and CPU protection
mechanisms (i.e., KASLR, SMAP and SMEP) on preventing
privilege escalation against the container platform.

• We extract a kernel privilege escalation attack model by ana-
lyzing the 11 exploits that could escape container boundary
and gain ROOT privilege, and then propose a defense solu-
tion to defeat all these expoits. Experiment results show that
the defense solution can block the exploits e�ectively with
negligible overhead.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces necessary background knowledge. Section 3 describes
exploit dataset and the double-dimensional taxonomy of these ex-
ploits. Section 4 details the quantitative evaluation and analysis
of container security. Section 5 describes the privilege escalation
attack model and the defense system. Section 6 discusses the limita-
tions on the defense system. We describe related works in Section 7.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 8.
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2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Linux Container
Linux container [30, 35, 45] is a lightweight OS level virtualization
technology that provides isolation and containment for one or
more processes. The processes inside a container feel like they own
the entire system, though several containers share the same Linux
kernel. The isolation is majorly achieved by two kernel mechanisms,
i.e., Namespace [49] and Cgroup [47]. There are seven types of
namespaces, i.e., user, uts, net, pid, mnt, ipc and cgroup, and each
namespace constructs a speci�c isolated kernel resources for the
containers. For example, mnt namespace provides an isolated �le
system for a container by isolating the �le system mount points.
After isolation, the �les in di�erent mnt namespaces are not visible
to each other and cannot a�ect each other. In another example,
net namespace ensures the isolation of network resources, such
as IPv4 and IPv6 protocol stacks, socket ports, etc. Compared to
the Namespace mechanism that concerns kernel data isolation,
the Cgroup mechanism focuses more on performance isolation by
limiting the amount of resources (e.g., CPU, memory, devices, etc.)
that a container can use. Docker [25, 31, 34, 53] is a pervasively used
container engine that facilitates the management of the containers,
such as container creating, deleting, starting and stopping, etc. All
namespaces except "cgroup" and "user" are supported by Docker,
and the Cgroup mechanism is also well supported by Docker. For
example, users can limit the CPU, memory and devices resources a
container can use by setting the –cpu, –memory and –device options,
respectively.

2.2 Linux Kernel Security Mechanisms
One critical security risk of the container mechanism is that all
containers running on the same host share the same Linux kernel.
If a process inside the container compromises the Linux kernel, the
isolation provided by the container mechanism becomes invalid.
Therefore, several Linux kernel security mechanisms are adopted
to constrain the capability of the processes inside the containers,
such as Capability [48], Seccomp [29] and Mandatory Access Con-
trol (MAC) mechanisms. Through Capability mechanism, the su-
peruser privilege (i.e., ROOT privilege) is divided into 38 distinct
units, known as capabilities. Each capability represents a permis-
sion to process some speci�c kernel resources. For example, the
CAP_NET_ADMIN capability denotes the permissions to perform
network-related operations. By default, the containers created by
Docker own 14 capabilities [21]. The Seccomp mechanism con-
strains the system calls a process can invoke. Docker de�nes the
available system calls for a container through a Seccomp pro�le �le,
which by default includes more than 300 system calls [26]. Both
Capability and Seccomp are Discretionary Access Control (DAC)
mechanisms, and SELinux [52] and AppArmor [24] are two MAC
mechanisms adopted by containers. SELinux has been integrated in
CentOS / RHEL / Fedora distros, and AppArmor has been integrated
in Debian/Ubuntu distros. AppArmor utilizes a path-based enforce-
ment model [5], while SELinux adopts a label-based enforcement
model [52].

2.3 CPU Protection Mechanisms
Three CPU protection mechanisms are also commonly used to pre-
vent the attacks to the Linux kernel, i.e., Kernel Address Space
Layout Randomization (KASLR) [16], Supervisor Mode Access
Prevention (SMAP) and Supervisor Mode Execution Prevention
(SMEP) [36]. KASLR is a well-known technique to make exploit
harder by adding a random slide to the kernel base address at boot
time, rather than using a �xed base address all the time. SMAP
prevents supervisor-mode programs from reading and writing user-
space memory, while SMEP prevents supervisor-mode code from
unintentionally executing user-space code. SMAP and SMEP could
be enabled by setting the 21th and 20th bits of the CR4 register,
respectively.

3 ATTACK DATASET DESCRIPTION
We �rst describe how we collect the exploits that might be e�ec-
tive on the container platform. Next, we adopt a two-dimensional
method to classify those potential container attacks. First, we clas-
sify the attacks into four categories (i.e., sensitive information leak-
age, remote control, denial of service, and privilege escalation) accord-
ing to their consequences. Second, we classify them into four layers
(i.e., web app, server, lib, and kernel) based on the attacks’ in�uence
ranges. We then present the construction of the �nal exploit dataset
using the two-dimensional method.

3.1 Exploit Collection
Currently, there are no existing exploit datasets speci�cally target-
ing at the container platform. It is a challenge to create an attack
dataset that consists of real exploits that may successfully attack the
containers. One key observation is that since container is mainly
protected by the security mechanisms that have been integrated in
the Linux kernel, many exploits that work on the Linux platform
may be theoretically e�ective on attacking the container platform
too. As such, we collect the exploits from the Exploit-db [15], which
is a public exploit database containing comprehensive exploits of
various platforms such asWindows, Linux, iOS, Android etc. Specif-
ically, Exploit-db divides the exploits into four categories, namely,
web application, remote, local & privilege escalation, and denial of
service & poc (Proof of Concept). On October 20, 2017, we collect
the latest 100 exploits of each category whose targeting platform is
Linux. All 400 exploits are published in 2016 and 2017, where 274
CVEs used by the exploits are published in 2016-2017 and only 24
CVEs are published between 2013 and 2015.

Since container is generally used to deploy the background ser-
vices such as web server, database server etc. [68], we then �lter out
the exploits which will probably fail on the container platform, such
as the ones attacking the Graphical User Interface (GUI) related
programs (e.g., browsers, adobe-�ash plugins). Finally, we obtain
223 exploits out of 400 which might be e�ective on the container
platforms. For each exploit, we collect its unique EDB-ID (Exploit
Database IDenti�er), exploit codes to carry out the attack, publish-
ing date, type information on the Exploit-db, and CVE-ID (Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures IDenti�er). For some exploits, we
also collect the vulnerable programs, for example, the vulnerable
web applications.
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3.2 Attack Taxonomy
The Exploit-db classi�es the exploits into four categories, i.e., web
application, remote, local & privilege escalation, and denial of ser-
vice & poc. However, it uses a mixed classi�cation method. For
example, "web application" denotes the attacking object (or the vul-
nerable programs), while "denial of service" represents the attacking
consequence. To give a more intuitive illustration, we choose to
classify the exploits from two aspects.

First, we classify the exploits into four layers based on the in�u-
ence ranges of the attacks, i.e., web application layer, server layer,
library layer, and kernel layer. The container is generally used for
the development and deployment of underlying background ser-
vices (e.g., web service, database service) that provide support for
multiple upper applications (e.g., web applications) [68]. Therefore,
the programs in the container platform have a similar hierarchy
structure like in the general operating systems, and compromising
the programs in di�erent layers will cause di�erent in�uence ranges.
For example, attacking of the web applications usually causes self-
damage with only minimum in�uence. In contrast, compromising
of the Linux kernel has maximum in�uence, since it will lead to
damages to all containers running on the same kernel. The attacks
on the server programs (e.g., apache, nginx) and libs (e.g., glibc,
libgig) have medium in�uence, which could impact all applications
depending on them.

Second, we divide the exploits into four categories based on
the consequences of the attacks, i.e., sensitive information leakage,
remote control, denial of service, and kernel privilege escalation.
In the following, we summarize the primary attacking methods
in each category by manually analyzing the attack principle, text
description of CVE [12], and the type of CWE (Common Weakness
Enumeration) [13] obtained from NVD [58].

Sensitive Information Leakage. Three attack methods could
be adopted in the exploits to steal the sensitive information, i.e.,
crafting malicious request/response, triggering race condition, and
bypassing access control mechanisms. The �rst method is primarily
used to attack the vulnerable programs in the "web application
layer" and "server layer". Speci�cally, the attackers can send a mali-
cious http request/response with crafted parameters to the web app
or web server to disclose sensitive �les, directories, and informa-
tion. Second, the attackers can stealthily access sensitive directories
and data by triggering race condition (e.g., the exploit with EDB-
ID 39771 utilizes race condition in the perf_event_open() kernel
function to gain the sensitive data in the "/etc/shadow" �le). Third,
the attackers can utilize the design �aw in the functions or ac-
cess control mechanisms for illegal access (e.g., CVE-2017-15014,
CVE-2017-9150).

Remote Control. Most "remote control" exploits target at vul-
nerable web applications or servers. Injection is the most com-
mon way to control the victims remotely. There are totally three
types of injections, which are object injection (e.g., XML Exter-
nal Entity (XEE) injection [37], Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) �les
injection), code injection (e.g., Cross Site Script (XSS) injection,
Structured Query Language (SQL) injection, Object-Graph Naviga-
tion Language (OGNL) injection) and command injection (e.g., OS
command injection [14]). In the "injection" method, the attacker
usually utilizes improper input validation of the victims to execute

arbitrary injected object such as SQL, HTML (Hypertext Markup
Language) page, JS (Java Script), PHP �le, Python code, OS com-
mand etc. "Crafting request/response" is another important method.
Speci�cally, the attackers send malicious http request (e.g., CSRF
(Cross-Site Request Forgery) [43] and SSRF [57] (Server-Side Re-
quest Forgery)) with crafted �elds (e.g., evil cookie) to cheat the
victim into bypassing the authentication, opening redirect url, up-
loading �les, or executing commands remotely. Crafting response
is rarely used, where the attackers impersonate the server to send
crafted response with malicious �elds to cheat the requester into
executing arbitrary codes, opening redirect url, or uploading �les.

Denial of Service. There are two types of denial of service,
i.e., resource exhaustion and disability. The attackers either overly
consume resources like CPU and memory by in�nitely looping
the calculation or constantly allocating the memory, or cause ker-
nel panic or application crashing through triggering bu�er/heap
over�ow or crafting illegal input data.

Privilege Escalation. The most severe consequence of the at-
tacks is privilege escalation, through which the attackers obtain the
kernel root privilege. Two methods are utilized in the exploits to
achieve privilege escalation, i.e., memory modi�cation and �le mod-
i�cation. "Memory modi�cation" means that the attackers change
the control �ow by overwriting certain data structure in the mem-
ory, or execute malicious privileged-binaries by modifying the stack
memory. "File modi�cation" means the adversaries modify privi-
leged �les (e.g., "/etc/passwd", "/etc/crontab") to change the supe-
ruser’s password or modify the �le attributes controlling privileges
(e.g., ACL xattr data) to execute malicious programs with root priv-
ilege. For example, the attackers �rst symlink a malicious object to
a privileged directory, or inject a malicious command to the com-
ponent which is in the privileged context. Then, they can achieve
privilege escalation by executing setuid(0) in the privileged context
or directory.

3.3 Exploit Dataset
Table 1 shows the exploit dataset, containing the exploits that might
be e�ective in the container platform. We depict the number of
the exploits using the two-dimensional taxonomy described in Sec-
tion 3.2. In total, there are 223 exploits and 148 vulnerabilities (or
CVEs) involved. One exploit might involve several vulnerabilities,
and one vulnerability might be utilized in many exploits (e.g., CVE-
2017-1000366 is utilized in exploits with EDB-ID 42276, 42275 and
42274). Therefore, the exploit number is not equal to the vulnera-
bility number. In some columns, the total number is less than the
sum of all rows in the column. This is because some exploits cause
two or more di�erent consequences (e.g., the exploit with EDB-ID
43015 causes "sensitive information leakage" and "remote control").
Although compromising web applications introduces minimum
in�uence, the "web app layer" exploits make up the majority of
exploits (59.19%). Almost all "lib layer" exploits are aiming at de-
nial of service attacks. Moreover, 76.09% "kernel layer" exploits can
cause privilege escalation, and most (68.63%) of privilege escalation
attacks are caused by "kernel layer" exploits.
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Table 1: Exploit Dataset

Categories
Layers Web App Server Lib Kernel Total

Sensitive
Information
Leakage

10 5 \ 2 17

Remote Control 115 16 1 \ 132
Denial of Service \ 3 15 9 27
Privilege
Escalation 10 6 \ 35 51

Total 132* 29* 16 46 223*
* Total number is less than the sum of all rows in the column when some exploits
cause two or more di�erent consequences.

4 SECURITY EVALUATION OF CONTAINER
We utilize the exploit dataset collected in Section 3 (Table 1) to
evaluate the security of containermechanism, including the security
enhancement provided by container to the programs inside it and
the isolation strength provided by the container on protecting the
Linux kernel.

4.1 Experiment Setup
We evaluate the security of container mechanism by comparing the
execution results of exploits on original Linux platform and on the
container platform. As shown in Figure 1 a), for the exploits com-
promising user space programs, including "web app layer", "server
layer" and "lib layer" exploits, we deploy vulnerable programs inside
the container and run the exploits from outside the container (i.e.,
control host), to evaluate whether container provides extra secu-
rity enhancement for the programs inside it. As shown in Figure 1
b), for the exploits attacking Linux kernel, we deploy the vulner-
able kernel and execute the exploits from inside the container, to
evaluate whether container provides enough isolation. Speci�cally,
Docker 17.09.1-ce which supports Linux kernel security mecha-
nisms including Seccomp, Capability and MAC, is used to construct
the containers. Some exploits require lower version Linux distros
which are not by default shipped with Docker 17.09.1-ce. On these
distros we install the Docker 17.09.1-ce via static Docker Linux bi-
nary [27] manually. When one exploit works well on several Linux
distros, we choose to utilize the Linux distro that supports more
Linux security mechanisms (e.g., the exploit with EDB-ID 41762
is e�ective on both Ubuntu 14.04 and 15.10, while only Docker
installed on Ubuntu 14.04 supports the Seccomp mechanism [29].
Thus we choose to use Ubuntu 14.04.).

In total, 88, instead of 223, exploits are utilized in the evaluation.
First, we remove 41 exploits that fail on the original Linux platform.
The primary reasons for those failures are two-fold. One is because
the vulnerable old version programs are no longer available (e.g., the
exploit with EDB-ID 43015 aims at the vulnerable FileRun program
of version 2017.03.18, however, only the latest version could be
downloaded from the vendor’s webpage). The other reason is that
the exploit codes could not execute successfully (e.g., some exploit
codes are inconsistent with their descriptions on the Exploit-db).
Second, for exploits in the same layer (except the privilege escala-
tion exploits) with similar attack principles, we choose only one

Figure 1: Experiment Setup

exploit as the representative in order to avoid redundant exploits
(e.g., all exploits with EDB-ID from 42667 to 42689 achieve remote
control on the web apps through SQL injection by using di�erent
URLs).

4.2 Result Overview
Table 2 shows the preliminary results of our experiment. Results
on the container platform are obtained with the default security
con�guration set by Docker. "Lin" means the number of exploits
execute successfully on the original Linux platform, and "Con"
denotes the number on the container platform. In total, 56.82% of
the 88 exploits are still e�ective on the container platform. Most
exploits (except the ones causing privilege escalation) in the "web
app layer", "server layer" and "lib layer" remain e�ective, which
means container does not provide much security enhancement for
the programs inside it.

Sensitive Information Leakage. The exploits in the "web app
layer" and "server layer" obtain the sensitive information through
crafting HTTP request (e.g., CSRF) or response (e.g., the exploit with
EDB-ID 41783 which utilizes CVE-2016-6816), and are not blocked
by the container mechanisms. Reason for the failure of the exploit
in the "kernel layer" is that it needs to utilize the vulnerable eBPF
API, invocation of which requires the CAP_SYS_ADMIN capability.
And this capability is by default removed for the processes inside
container.

Remote Control. Container mechanism fails in blocking the
"remote control" attacks via both injection (e.g., XSS, XEE, SQL,
OGNL, and command injection etc.) and crafting request (e.g., CSRF)
or response (e.g., the exploit with EDB-ID 40920 which utilizes CVE-
2016-9565).
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Table 2: Security Evaluation Result Overview

Categories

Layers
Web App Server Lib Kernel Total

Con/Lin1 Con/Lin1 Con/Lin1 Con/Lin1 Con/Lin1

Sensitive
Information
Leakage

3 / 3 2 / 2 \ 0 / 1 5 / 6

Remote
Control 23 / 23 7 / 7 1 / 1 \ 31/ 31

Denial of
Service \ 2 / 2 7 / 7 2 / 6 11 / 15

Privilege
Escalation 0 / 4 0 / 3 \ 4 / 30 4 / 37

Total 25*/ 29* 11 / 14 8 / 8 6 / 37 50*/ 88*
1 "Lin" means the number of exploits execute successfully on the original Linux
platform, and "Con"denotes the number on the container platform.

* Total number is less than the sum of all rows in the column. This is because some
exploits cause two or more di�erent consequences.

Denial of Service. Most "denial of service" attacks on the
servers and libs are not blocked by the container mechanism. How-
ever, we �nd this is because Docker does not constrain the amount
of resource a container could use through Cgroup mechanism by
default. After limiting the CPU and memory resource through –
cpu and –memory options, 5 extra attacks are blocked, where 1 in
"server layer" and 4 in "lib layer". The rest "denial of service" attacks
in the "server layer" and "lib layer" that are not prevented by Cgroup
can cause two main damages. One is kernel panic, and the other
is app crashing. We see 4 "denial of service" exploits in the kernel
layer are blocked because of the Namespace isolation, unsu�cient
capabilities, and vulnerable APIs prohibited by Seccomp. For ex-
ample, net namespace can successfully block CVE-2017-14489 and
CVE-2017-16939, which require NETLINK to communicate with
Linux kernel.

Privilege Escalation. The main reason for the failure of the
"privilege escalation" attacks is the capability constraints enforced
by Docker. As described in Section 2.2, Docker gives only 14 capa-
bilities to the processes inside the containers by default. Therefore,
most "privilege escalation" attacks inside containers can only obtain
14 capabilities, rather than all 38 capabilities (i.e., ROOT privilege).
We will give a more detail analysis on the "privilege escalation"
exploits in the next section.

4.3 Analysis of Privilege Escalation Attacks
The biggest security weakness of the container mechanism is shar-
ing Linux kernel. And the "privilege escalation" attacks could com-
pletely disable the isolation provided by container. In this section,
we give a more detail analysis on the security mechanisms (i.e.,
Namespace, Cgroup, Capability, Seccomp, MAC, KASLR, SMAP,
and SMEP ) associated with the "privilege escalation" exploits, to
illustrate the reasons for the success and failure of the exploits
on the container platform. Speci�cally, we �rst analyze the attack
principles of each exploit by studying the exploit description on
Exploit-db, CVE, CWE, blogs written by the authors and so on.

Table 3: Function of Security Mechanisms in Preventing
Privilege Escalation Attacks

EDB-ID CVE-ID Security Mechanisms
Namespace Cgroup Capability Seccomp MAC

Web App Layer
43002 CVE-2017-15276 •
40921 CVE-2016-9566 •
42305 CVE-2017-6970 •
40938 CVE-2014-6271 •
Server Layer
40768 CVE-2016-1247 •
40678 CVE-2016-6663 •
40450 CVE-2016-1240 •
Kernel Layer
41994* CVE-2017-7308

43127*

43029* CVE-2017-5123

40871* CVE-2016-8655

40489
40435
44300
40049

CVE-2016-4997 • NET_ADMIN1

41458 CVE-2017-6074 • NET_ADMIN1

43418 CVE-2017-1000112 • NET_ADMIN1

41995 CVE-2016-9793 • NET_ADMIN1

42887 CVE-2017-1000253 •
42274
42275
42276

CVE-2017-1000366

CVE-2017-1000371

CVE-2017-1000379

CVE-2017-1000370

•

40003
39277 CVE-2016-0728 •
39992 CVE-2016-1583 • • •
41762 CVE-2017-1575 • • •
41763 CVE-2017-1576 • • •
39166
39230 CVE-2015-8660 • • •
40847
40616
40611 CVE-2016-5195

• •

40839
40838 • • •
40759
39772 CVE-2016-4557 • • •
41999 CVE-2016-2384 • •
• Security mechanism blocks the exploit.
* Exploit bypasses all 5 security mechanisms.
1 Exploit can achieve privilege escalation when the "NET_ADMIN" capability is
included in the cap_bset of the caller process. Other exploits marked "•" in "Capa-
bility" column can only be successful when all 38 capabilities are included in the
cap_bset. The "cap_bset" de�nes the highest privilege a process could reach.

Then, we perform static analysis and dynamic debugging on the
source codes of the vulnerable apps and exploits. Finally, we �gure
out the attack preconditions (e.g., required capabilities, associated
APIs/commands/�les, CPU protection mechanisms that need to be
bypassed etc.) and the methods to bypass the security mechanisms
for each exploit.

CPU Protection Mechanisms. CPU protection mechanisms
are the �rst line of defense to protect the Linux kernel, however
they usually could be bypassed from inside the container. First,
most exploits require to bypass the KASLR mechanism. For ex-
ample, commit_creds(), prepare_kernel_cred() are two important
methods leveraged by the exploits to elevate the privilege, and
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native_write_cr4() is the method commonly used to disable the
SMAP&SMEP protection. In order to obtain the addresses of these
static functions whose o�set to the kernel base address is constant,
exploits need to bypass the KASLR mechanism and obtain the ker-
nel base address. A feasible method is as follows. Generally, the
dmesg command used to print kernel syslog is by default available
in the container. When the system boots up, the kernel text address
will be recorded in the kernel syslog, and could be obtained by
searching the key words such as "Freeing SMP" or "Freeing un-
used". However, this way of �guring out the kernel text address
works only for some time after booting, as syslog only stores a �xed
number of lines and starts dropping them at some point.

Second, in order to access user space data and execute user
space code from kernel, exploits usually need to bypass the
SMAP&SMEP [1] mechanisms. Generally, there are two methods.
The �rst one is to use the vulnerabilities such as bu�er over�ow,
race condition, UAF (Use After Free) etc., to generate the condition
where certain kernel data structure can be covered. By overwrit-
ing a pointer and its parameter in this structure, making it point
to the address of native_write_cr4() and assigning zero to the pa-
rameter, the CR4 register will be set to 0 and SMAP&SMEP will
be disabled. The second method is �nding the exploitable gadgets
which could be used to set the CR4 register, and concatenating
them into a malicious invocation chain via ROP (Return-oriented
Programming) [71] attack.

Container Mechanisms. The container speci�c security mech-
anisms, i.e., Namespace and Cgroup, block about 21.62% "privilege
escalation" attacks. For example, mnt namespace blocks exploits
utilizing CVE-2016-5195 [69] and CVE-2016-4557. These exploits
escalate privilege by modifying the read-only �les associated with
the superuser account (e.g., "/etc/passwd", "/etc/crontab"). But pro-
cesses isolated by the mnt namespace can only modify the �les
inside the namespace, thus are not able to modify the real target
�les on the host or change the password of the host’s ROOT. It
also blocks exploits utilizing CVE-2016-2384, which leverages the
vulnerability on the USB midi device and requires the device to be
visiable inside the container. Exploits utilizing CVE-2016-2384 can
also be blocked by the Cgroup mechanism, as the USB midi device
is usually not mounted in the container by default.

Kernel Security Mechanisms. Other Linux kernel security
mechanisms including Capability, Seccomp and MAC, block about
86.49% attacks with the default con�guration enforced by Docker.
However, if we loose the constrain by giving the CAP_NET_ADMIN
capability to the processes inside container, only 67.57% attacks
could be blocked. Since "CAP_NET_ADMIN " controls the operations
such as con�guring the IP address, routing table, �rewall etc., it is
sometimes necessary for the processes running inside the container.

• Capability The exploits are blocked by the Capability mech-
anism in two cases. First, the vulnerable API invoked in the
exploit can execute successfully only when the attacking
process owns speci�c capability, while the capability is by
default not given to the processes inside the container. For
example, the exploits utilizing CVE-2017-6074 need to in-
voke the vulnerable API setsockopt() with the parameter set
as "IPV6_RECVPKTINFO", while execution of it requires the
"CAP_NET_ADMIN " capability.

Second, each process is associated with a "cap_bset" struc-
ture which de�nes the highest privileges the process could
reach. Normally, the process on the control host is assigned
with a "cap_bset" containing full 38 capabilities. Therefore,
the exploits could obtain ROOT privilege on the original
Linux platform. However, the process inside the container
is only assigned with a "cap_bset" including only 14 capabil-
ities by default. Therefore, the privilege escalation attacks
inside the container can only obtain 14 capabilities rather
than ROOT privilege ( i.e., 38 capabilities).
For example, exploits associated with CVE-2016-5195,

CVE-2016-4557 achieve privilege escalation by �rst modify-
ing the �les related to superuser account and then executing
the privileged programs such as SU, SUDO etc. Since the
privileged programs in the container have only 14 capabili-
ties by default, the exploits can not gain real ROOT privilege.
Exploits attacking through "stack clash" [23] are similar (e.g.,
CVE-2017-1000366, CVE-2017-1000371, CVE-2017-1000379,
CVE-2017-1000370). They leverage the feature that shared
libraries of the privileged binaries will be also executed with
privileges. As privileged binaries inside container own only
14 capabilities, the crafted ".so" can neither be executed under
real ROOT. Exploits utilizing design �aw of overlayfs (e.g.,
CVE-2017-1576, CVE-2017-1575) to enable the SUID attribute
of unprivileged program and change the program’s owner
to "ROOT" can also be blocked, as the "ROOT" user inside
container owns only 14 capabilities. Exploits attacking via
modifying the �le with a symlink to the privileged �le (e.g.,
CVE-2016-1247), or injecting �les to a privileged directories
(e.g., CVE-2014-6271) are the same. As the privileged �les
and directories in the container do not have full capabilities,
malicious command injected or linked can not be executed
under ROOT privileged context.

• Seccomp Exploits are blocked by the Seccomp mechanism,
as some system calls required for the attacks are prohibited
by the Seccomp policy, such as the mount() system call in
CVE-2016-8660, the keyctl() system call in CVE-2016-0728,
and the ptrace() system call in EDB-ID 40839 and 40838 as-
sociated with CVE-2016-5195.

• MAC The Selinux and AppArmor mechanisms mainly pre-
vent the attacks (e.g., CVE-2016-1583, CVE-2017-1575, CVE-
2017-1576 and CVE-2015-8660) that require to mount certain
�le systems.

Relationships Among the Security Mechanisms. The secu-
rity mechanisms (i.e., Namespace, Cgroup, Seccomp, Capabilities
and MAC) do not always work independently, they may mutually
a�ect one another at sometime. First, some exploits could only be
blocked when both the Namespace and Capability policies are con-
�gured properly. A loose Namespace policy might disable a strict
Capability policy, and vice versa. For example, the exploits with
EDB-ID 40847, 40616 and 40611 in Table 3 can be used to obtain
ROOT privilege by either loosing the Namespace policy (e.g., al-
lowing the control host’s "/etc/passwd" �le to be visible inside the
container) and meanwhile modifying the �les associated with the
superuser’s privileges (e.g. "/etc/passwd"), or loosing the Capabil-
ity policy (i.e., assigning the processes’ cap_bset with the full 38
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capabilities) and executing the privileged programs (e.g., SU) inside
the container. Functions of the Namespace or Capability mecha-
nisms on the exploits with EDB-ID 40839, 40838, 40759 and 39772
are similar. One di�erence is these four exploits require also some
speci�c system calls to be allowed through Seccomp mechanism.
For example, the ptrace() system call is necessary for the exploits
with EDB-ID 40839 and 40838, and the bpf() system call is required
by exploits with EDB-ID 40759 and 39772.

Second, a kernel function sometime could be enabled by set-
ting either Capability or Seccomp mechanism. For example, the
exploits with EDB-ID 40839, 40838 need to invoke the ptrace() sys-
tem call, and ptrace() can execute successfully by either remov-
ing the CAP_SYS_PTRACE requirement in the Seccomp policy or
adding CAP_SYS_PTRACE capability through Capability mecha-
nism. Similarly, the bpf() system call invoked by the exploits with
EDB-ID 40759, 39772 can execute normally by either removing the
CAP_SYS_ADMIN requirement in the Seccomp policy or adding
CAP_SYS_ADMIN capability through Capability mechanism.

Third, some exploits can be blocked when either Seccompmecha-
nism orMACmechanism are set properly. For example, one primary
reason for the failure of CVE-2017-1575 inside container is that the
exploit can not mount overlayfs in the container. By default, the
mount operations are forbidden by both AppArmor policy and Sec-
comp policy. However, we �nd the exploit could only work well
when both policies allow the mount operations.

Fourth, some exploits can only be blocked when both Namespace
and Cgroup mechanisms are con�gured correctly. For example, the
CVE-2016-2384 requires to access malicious USBmidi device, which
could be allowed through mnt namespace (e.g., mount the device
in the container) or Cgroup mechanism (e.g., use –device option
when starts the container). Two mechanisms should work together
to protect the container, if Cgroup mechanism adds the device in
container, the Namespace blocking is invalid, and vice versa.

4.4 A Brief Summary
We can draw following conclusions based on the above analysis.
First, container does not providemuch security enhancement for the
programs inside it, except the exploits aiming to achieve privilege
escalation. Second, Cgroup mechanism is not e�ectively utilized
by default in defending against the DoS attacks. Third, the kernel
security mechanisms such as Capability, Seccomp and MAC play a
more important role in preventing privilege escalation attacks than
the container isolating mechanisms (i.e., Namespace and Cgroup).
The former blocks 67.57% privilege escalation attacks while the
later blocks only 21.62%. Fourth, each kernel security mechanism
(including Namespace, Cgroup, Seccomp, Capabilities and MAC)
restricts kernel permissions from di�erent angles in a fragmented
way, while the the relationships among them are intricate and
complicate. Improper con�guration of these security mechanisms
might lower their protective capability.

5 DEFEATING KERNEL PRIVILEGE
ESCALATION ATTACKS

We �rst derive a general attack model by analyzing the privilege es-
calation exploits which are still e�ective on the container platform,
and then propose a defense system.

5.1 Kernel Privilege Escalation Attack Model
As illustrated in Table 3, with the default security mechanisms
enforced by Docker, only 4 "privilege escalation" exploits work
well inside the container. Another 7 exploits are blocked as the
"CAP_NET_ADMIN " capability is by default not available inside the
container. However, the "CAP_NET_ADMIN " capability controls
the operations such as con�guring the IP address, routing table,
�rewall etc., thus is likely to be allowed in practice. Therefore, we
consider all the 11 exploits as the successful ones on the container
platform.

By analyzing the 11 exploits, we �nd they follow a common
4-step attack model as depicted in Figure 2. First, they bypass (or
manually disable) the KASLR mechanism to obtain the address
of critical kernel static functions whose o�set to the kernel base
address is constant such as native_write_cr4(), commit_creds() and
prepare_kernel_cred() etc. Second, they exploit the kernel vulnera-
bilities such as UAF, race condition, improper veri�cation, bu�er
over�ow etc., to enable the overwriting of the pointers of some
kernel functions which could be easily triggered to execute. For
example, the exploit with EDB-ID 41994 utilizes the "improper veri-
�cation" vulnerability of the setsockopt() system call (i.e., CVE-2017-
7308) to substitute the content of "retir_blk_timer->func" pointer
with the address of native_write_cr4(). And the function addressed
by "retir_blk_timer->func" will be triggered when the package is
received too slowly. Third, they overwrite these kernel functions’
pointers so that they point to the addresses of the critical kernel
static functions (e.g., native_write_cr4()) or the kernel address of the
�rst gadget of the crafted ROP chain. As such, the SMEP&SMAP
mechanisms will be disabled when these kernel functions are in-
voked. This step could be omitted if the SMEP&SMAP mechanisms
are manually disabled. Finally, they repeat the second step and
overwrite the pointer of the kernel function to point to a malicious
user space function or shellcode, which invokes the kernel function
commit_creds() to apply for ROOT credential (i.e., ROOT privilege
with 38 capabilities). As the SMEP&SMAP is disabled, the user space
function or shellcode could be executed in supervisor mode.

In general, all "privilege escalation" exploits share the same at-
tack goal, i.e., obtaining the full 38 capabilities. Theoretically, the
attackers could achieve this by directly overwriting the kernel data
associated with a process’s capabilities. However, it is nearly im-
possible. First, it is di�cult for the exploit codes in the user space
to locate speci�c kernel data structures, as they are in di�erent
address space. Second, the user programs can only access kernel
data through speci�ed system calls, rather than write any kernel
data directly. Therefore, almost all "privilege escalation" exploits
need to �nd a vulnerable system call to enable the overwriting of
some speci�c kernel data (i.e., step 2 in Figure 2), and rely on the
supervisor-mode executed user space codes (i.e., step 3) to invoke
the privilege-elevating kernel codes (i.e., step 4).

5.2 Countermeasures
According to the attack model, four actions are involved to elevate
the privilege, which are bypassing the KASLR mechanism, bypass-
ing the SMEP&SMAP mechanisms, overwriting pointers of some
kernel functions which are easy to be invoked, and invoking the
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Figure 2: Kernel Privilege Escalation Attack Model

commit_creds() kernel function. Therefore, the "privilege escala-
tion" attacks could be blocked by disabling any one of the four
actions. However, it is di�cult to �nd a general and comprehensive
approach to prevent the attackers from bypassing the KASLR mech-
anism and overwriting kernel data. The KASLR mechanism has
been proclaimed dead by many researchers, as current implemen-
tations of KASLR have fatal �aws [19]. Overwriting of the speci�c
kernel functions’ pointers is achieved by exploiting the vulnera-
bilities in the Linux kernel, such as UAF, race condition, improper
verify, bu�er over�ow etc. And it is pretty unlikely to patch all
vulnerabilities considering the large code size of Linux kernel. The
CPU mechanisms SMAP&SMEP are easy to be disabled if the at-
tackers compromise the KASLR mechanism and gain the ability
to overwrite the pointers of some kernel functions. Therefore, we
propose a defense system by forbidding the commit_creds() to be
utilized to elevate the privilege inside the container.

Figure 3: Privilege Escalation Procedure through com-
mit_creds()

Privilege Escalation Procedure through commit_creds().
The procedure to elevate privilege through the commit_creds() is
illustrated in Figure 3, which is also the detail of the fourth step in
Figure 2. In Linux kernel, the credential associated with a process
is stored as two �elds inside the task_struct structure, i.e., cred and
real_cred. The cred �eld represents the current privileges (including
capabilities, GID, UID etc.) of the process, and could be temporarily
modi�ed during execution of the process. The real_cred �eld rep-
resents the highest privileges a process could reach, and normally
could not be changed. Generally, two static kernel functions whose
o�set to the kernel base address is constant, are used to achieve
the privilege escalation. First, the prepare_kernel_cred(0) function
is invoked to construct a credential with ROOT privilege (i.e.,
GLOBAL_ROOT_UID, GLOBAL_ROOT_GID, and CAP_FULL_SET ).
Then, the commit_creds() function takes the return of the pre-
pare_kernel_cred(0) as the parameter, and is invoked to update
the real_cred and cred of current process with the parameter (i.e.,
ROOT privilege). Normally, invocation of commit_creds() by a non-
privileged process will fail. However, in the attack model illustrated
in Figure 2, commit_creds() can be executed successfully as the
SMEP&SMAP mechanisms are disabled (step 3) and the user space
program invoking the commit_creds() is triggered in the kernel
mode (step 2 & step 4).

Defense System. We observe that the processes inside the con-
tainer usually do not need ROOT privilege (By default, only portions
of capabilities are assigned to the container tenants. For example, 14
capabilities are assigned to the Amazon container tenants [11], and
9 capabilities are assigned by the OpenShift container service [32].
And a normal container tenant is not allowed to apply for a con-
tainer with more capabilities.). However, the privilege escalation
attacks inside a container will misuse the commit_creds() to apply
for the ROOT privilege (i.e., 38 capabilities). Therefore, we modify
the implementation of the commit_creds() function, and enforce
a check before updating the real_cred and cred of the caller pro-
cess. Speci�cally, we �rst check whether the caller process is inside
a container or on the control host. The process is described as a
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Table 4: Performance of the Defense System

Benchmarks 1 Parallel Copy 4 Parallel Copies
Original Modi�ed Overhead Original Modi�ed Overhead

Dhrystone 2 using register variables
Double-Precision Whetstone
Execl Throughput
File Copy 1024 bufsize 2000 maxblocks
File Copy 256 bufsize 500 maxblocks
File Copy 4096 bufsize 8000 maxblocks
Pipe Throughput
Pipe-based Context Switching
Process Creation
Shell Scripts (1 concurrent)
Shell Scripts (8 concurrent)
System Call Overhead
System Benchmarks Index Score

3586.3 3558.6 0.77%
800.9 826.3 -3.17%
726.7 738.0 -1.55%
3379.1 3392.2 -0.39%
2341.8 2329.2 0.54%
4930.0 4893.3 0.74%
2261.3 2264.5 -0.14%
77.7 77.9 -0.26%
686.1 681.2 0.71%
2498.7 2540.5 -1.67%
6570.0 6627.4 -0.87%
3161.3 3184.8 -0.74%
1681.1 1689.3 -0.49%

13308.0 13399.1 -0.68%
3369.8 3371.7 -0.06%
4346.2 4450.2 -2.39%
3857.3 3729.8 3.31%
2390.8 2416.7 -1.08%
6279.1 6204.6 1.19%
8339.2 8489.1 -1.80%
4143.1 4163.9 -0.50%
2211.3 2312.9 -4.59%
8947.2 9197.0 -2.79%
7683.3 8232.6 -7.15%
6345.5 6517.9 -2.72%
5183.4 5240.1 -1.09%

task_struct structure in Linux kernel which contains a nsproxy �eld
storing the process’s namespaces information (e.g., namespace ID).
The processes on the Linux control host (e.g., the init process) are
also associated with a nsproxy �eld whose value is however con-
stant, i.e., init_nsproxy. Therefore, we can judge whether a process
is inside a container or not, by comparing whether its nsproxy is
equal to init_nsproxy. If the commit_creds() is invoked from inside a
container, we will further check whether it is a privilege escalation
operation, and stop modifying the real_cred and cred if it is. We
determine whether it is a privilege escalation operation by compar-
ing the input parameter (i.e., new credential) of the commit_creds()
method and the real_cred of current process. If the uid/gid in the
new credential is smaller or the cap_bset in the new credential
is larger, it may be a privilege escalation operation. In total, our
defense solution needs to add less than 10 lines of codes.

5.3 E�ectiveness and Performance
We enable the "CAP_NET_ADMIN " capability for the processes
inside the container, besides the default 14 capabilities assigned by
Docker. We �nd all 11 exploits could obtain the ROOT privilege
from inside the container before deploying the defense system, and
fail to achieve privilege escalation after the deployment. The results
prove that our defense system can e�ectively block the privilege
escalation attacks on container platform.

We also evaluate the overhead of the defense system on a
VMWare virtual machine with Ubuntu 16.04 LTS AMD 64 OS
installed (Linux kernel 4.8.0#1), and con�gured with quad-core
2.80GHz CPU and 2GB memory. The host machine is Dell Precision
5520 with 8GB memory and quad-core 2.80GHz CPU. The results
are illustrated in Table 4 and obtained through the UnixBench
tool [66], which show that the defense system introduces negligible
overhead.

6 DISCUSSION ON LIMITATION
We propose a simple but e�ective defense mechanism by hardening
the commit_creds method, which is misused by existing privilege
escalation exploits to modify the credentials bound to a process.
However, it is not a complete solution against all potential priv-
ilege escalation exploits. First, after completing the third step in
Figure 2 (i.e., bypassing the SMEP&SMAP mechanisms), the attack-
ers may directly modify the kernel data related to real_cred. Since
real_cred is stored at a �xed o�set to the task_struct data struc-
ture, it could be modi�ed once the task_struct is located. Second,

armored attackers might launch ROP attacks that utilize the gad-
gets of kernel codes to modify the real_cred without �rst bypassing
the SMEP&SMAP mechanisms. Furthermore, attackers may misuse
other kernel functions besides commit_creds to launch other types
of attacks such as container escape. For instance, the attackersmight
invoke the switch_task_namespaces() method to achieve container
escape. Though our defense system can be extended to avoid the
misuse of these kernel functions (e.g., forbidding the processes in-
side the containers to invoke the switch_task_namespaces() method
for container switch), it is challenging to identify a complete list of
all potential kernel functions that might be misused.

To defeat those potential attacks, a defense solution is better to
be implemented outside Linux kernel. For instance, as a hypervisor-
based kernel data protection mechanisms, Sentry [67] partitions
the kernel memory into regions with di�erent access control poli-
cies, which detail when the sensitive data in each region could be
accessed by the kernel. AllMemPro [40] con�gures the read, write,
and execution permissions on amemory page through the Extended
Page Tables (EPT), and controls the EPT in the hypervisor. Alterna-
tively, hardware-based kernel protection solutions are promising
to prevent those attacks too. For example, PrivWatcher [9] uti-
lizes ARM TrustZone mechanism to protect the process credentials
against memory corruption attacks. We leave it as one future work
to develop a more comprehensive defense solution.

7 RELATEDWORK
7.1 Container Security
Existing research work on container security mainly focuses on
three aspects, i.e., security of the container images [20, 60, 61, 65],
security of the container orchestration tools like Docker [10, 28],
and security of Linux container mechanism [7, 72]. Some researches
also work on evaluating the security of container mechanism. For
example, M. Ali Babar et al. [3] give a comparative analysis on
the isolation mechanisms provided by three container engines, i.e.,
Docker, LXD, and Rkt. Thanh Bui et al. [6] brie�y compare the
security of hardware-based virtualization technology (e.g., XEN)
and OS-level virtualization technology (i.e., container mechanism)
from system architecture level. Reshetova et al. [62] theoretically
analyze the security of several OS-level virtualization solutions
including FreeBSD Jails, Linux-VServer, Solaris Zones, OpenVZ,
LxC and Cells etc. However, these works mostly evaluate container
security from the system architecture or design principle level,
while we evaluate with a measurement approach.

Some researchers [46, 56] also evaluate the container security us-
ing potential vulnerabilities against speci�c container mechanisms
such as Docker. For example, A. Martin et al. [50] do a vulnerability-
oriented risk analysis of the container, classify the vulnerabilities
into �ve categories and perform a vulnerability assessment accord-
ing to the security architecture and use cases of Docker. A Mouat
et al. [56] sort the vulnerabilities of container platform into kernel
exploits, DoS, container breakouts, poisoned images, compromising
secrets. Z. Jian et al. [38] summarize two models to achieve Docker
container escape, propose a defense tool by inspecting the status
of namespaces, and evaluate the tool with 11 CVE vulnerabilities.
Due to the small number of exploits reported in the vulnerability
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databases such as CVE [12] and NVD [58], it is challenging to pro-
vide a persuasive security evaluation on container mechanism. In
this paper, we evaluate security of container in real world using an
attack dataset containing 223 exploits.

There are also some studies on enhancing the security of con-
tainer mechanism through the Linux kernel security mechanisms
(e.g., Capability, Seccomp, MAC etc.) [41, 51] DockerPolicyMod-
ules [4, 8]. Our defense system is proposed based on analysis of the
privilege escalation exploits.

7.2 Attack Taxonomy
Some researchers work on taxonomy of certain types of Linux
attacks or vulnerabilities. For example, L. Yi et al. [42, 70] pro-
pose a two-dimensional taxonomy of network vulnerabilities in
Unix/Linux Systems. S. Hansman et al. [22] propose a taxonomy
that consists of four dimensions in the computer and network attack
�eld. R. Sánchez-Fraga et al. [17] and J. Mirkovic et al. [55] make
taxonomy for DDoS attacks based on highlight commonalities and
important characteristics. N. Gruschka et al. [18] focus on taxon-
omy on cloud services attacks. D. Papp et al. [59] derive a taxonomy
for attacks on embedded systems. Some researchers just analyze or
classify the attacks without making a clear taxonomy. For example,
K. Ko et al. [39] present the coarse characteristic classi�cation and
correlation analysis of source-level vulnerabilities in Linux kernel.
In this paper, we propose a two-dimensional taxonomy for the
attacks speci�cally for the container platform.

8 CONCLUSION
Linux container is increasingly utilized by the industrial commu-
nity. Although it is a consensus that container mechanism is not
secure, a concrete and systematical evaluation is absent. In this pa-
per, we perform a measurement study on container security using
an attack dataset containing 223 exploits. We �rst make a taxon-
omy from two dimensions. Then we evaluate the security of the
container with the experiment results of 88 typical exploits �ltered
out from the dataset. Since we �nd the privilege escalation exploits
can successfully escape outside the container and compromise the
host, we give an in-depth analysis on them. Under the protection
of security mechanisms, there are still 11 exploits can break the
container isolation. Fortunately, we �nd a common attack model
that all 11 exploits follows. Further more, we propose a defense
mechanism to defeat all 11 exploits. In general, we prove that the
security of container mechanism depends on the security of the
kernel, while the interdependence and mutual-in�uence relation-
ship requires careful con�gurations to e�ectively defeat privilege
escalation attacks.
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